
A short walk in the Pilgun Gad

Geoff Cohen

Looking around for lesser known areas of the Himalaya suitable for a small
party, I came across an interesting article by Peter Mould about the
Bhillangana valley in Tehri Garhwal (A) 326 168). Dave Broadhead and I
decided to go there in April/May 1980. We were rather early in the season,
the higher grazing grounds being still deep in snow and a suitable base
camp with water being hard to find. But the old snow lying over the
moraines made glacier travel more pleasant than it might otherwise have
been.

A combination of some well-timed snowstorms, with consequent
avalanche dangers, and a very ill-behaved primus made our climbing less
successful than we had hoped. We climbed Ratangrian (c. 5800m) by the S
ridge, approached from the E; and made an unsuccessful attempt on
Phating Pithwara (6904m) from the Ratangrian glacier-which gives a
steep but not too difficult approach to the Phating-Jogin watershed ridge.
We admired the Trident peaks above the Satling glacier; found the glacier
bowl below the Phating-Kirti Stamph ridge to be dangerously 'active'; and
did a long plod up the Khatling glacier, to just below the col over to the
Rudugaira glacier-only to be thwarted by a heavy snowfall of attempts on
any of the nearby peaks.

The most memorable part of the trip came when after a pleasant month
we packed up to return to civilisation. Peter Mould had mentioned the
possibility of walking out W to the Pilang valley which joins the Uttarkashi
Gangotri road at Malla. Despite our 80 lb loads this seemed an intriguing
idea, so after retracing our steps for 2 days down the delightful upper part
of the Bhillangana we struck off up the confining hillsides to the W. The
Gujars and the local shepherds were just beginning to advance to the higher
pastures and we enjoyed a few brews and yoghurts with the first other
humans we had seen for a month. When we declared our intention of going
to Shastru Tal-a collection of small lakes on the pass over to the Pilang
valley-no-one seemed to take it amiss, though of course they were a little
surprised at the things mad westerners do for fun and warned us of the
snow higher up. An old man led us through the forest for t mile, then
pointed us straight up the hillside where a faint suggestion of a track wound
through deep beds of dry leaves and muddy banks.

From 9.30 till 6.00 that day we laboured up this 'path' through
wonderful forest scenery. The way led us on to a knobbly spur"in the forest
with frequent little outcrops which the path would sometimes go over and
sometimes bypass through thickets and thorn bushes. Apart from the
weight it was the bulk of our loads that was most· inconvenient because of
branches hanging down and across that had to be ducked under or stepped
over. We passed some deserted shepherds' clearings but there was no trace
of water anywhere on the hillside. Finally we spent the night in a little cave
near the tree line, chewing away on wild rhubarb to get a bit of liquid into
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our dry mouths (though the thought that it might be a diuretic made us
wonder how wise this was!)

It was only after another 3 hours climbing next morning that we came
across our first snow patch and were able to rehydrate properly. Here,
some 300m above the tree Hne, we got a fine juniper fire going and enjoyed
tremendous views of the mountains we were leaving behind. There
followed an exhilarating walk up open grassy ridges, reminiscent of
Scotland but on a Himalayan scale, with lammergeier and griffon wheeling
up out of the deep hazy valleys beneath us. That night we camped about
300m below the pass on the edge of the snow-a little behind schedule but
still hopeful of making up some lost time. About 8.30 next morning, in fine
weather, we crossed the pass, dotted with frozen lochans, and plunged
down to a flat upper glen which ran N to join the Pilgun Gad. Our map was
a rather faint xerox of the U .S. Army 1:250,000 series and showed no path
until after the Pilgun Gad joined the Pilang Gad some 10km lower down.
But with a cheerful lack of forethought we somehow assumed that local
tracks would appear and lead us down to shepherds' huts and then to the
first villages. There were indeed faint tracks in the open upper part of the
Shastru Gad and as we entered the forest, with the hillside falling away
more steeply, there were plenty of blazed ·trees and clearings to encourage
us foolishly on. But the forest got thicker and thicker and we found
ourselves dropping over small outcrops and crashing through thorns and
creepers on ever steeper ground, always hoping that the next patch of light
would reveal a neatly concealed path. Eventually we were forced on to the
left bank of the Shastru Gad and were able to follow the boulders at its edge
down to the junction with the Pilgun river. The situation here was awesome
-some thousands of feet of thick forest rising above us on all sides and the
thunder of two lusty Himalayan torrents reverberating all around. The
detritus of fallen trees and great boulders that had slid down to the waters'
edge, and that made following the river bank such a precarious and tiring
business, only added to the wildness of the scene. Still we were quite
optimistic and slept that night about t mile below the junction believing
that we must soon find a path and reach civilisation. The enormous
quantities of tinder dry wood all along the riverside made the fire-lighting a
real pleasure after our toils with damp juniper at the base camp. It was an
unforgettable feeling to be sitting under the stars in the heart of this lonely
gorge lazily stretching out a hand for twigs to feed the fire and wondering
what strange eyes might be watching us from inside the forest.

Our food was now running low as we had planned only 3 days to cross
the pass. Breakfast was a cup of tea with the last of the sugar and then we
shouldered our monsters and plodded on. Half a mile further on a bridge
led us on to the right bank of the Pilgun Gad and raised our hopes that a
path must be near. But search as we did all we could find were animal
tracks sneaking and slithering through places where clumsy humans with
unwieldy loads and only too tearable clothes and skin could not hope to
follow. All that da"y saw us toiling on the right bank of the river to make
about 2t miles progress. It felt to me like a long Alpine route laid out
horizontally! I was surprised how much arm strength was continually
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32 Gangotri Peak from Khatling glacier (Photo: G. Cohen)

needed to hold branches up out of the ~ a -bamboo was the wor t a it
would pring back to get lI·apped b t~ een shoulder and pa k frame.
Frequentl we found our elves crawling along horizontal 'pitches'. e ate
the' last of our goodies that lunchtime and the late afternoon found us toiling
upwards se eral hundred feet above the river along a semblan e of track
towards an apparent thinning of the tre:. But fearing another night
without water we made a desperate plunge downwards in the failing light
and miraculously managed to thread our way past large cliff and drop into
a tiny bay not more than 10 yards a ro . Here the river was at it teepest
fall, and together with the roar of the Kiarki Gad clo e b it made our
previou evening site eem positively pastoral in om pari on.

Retracing our tep next morning we caught a vie:: round a corner of
huge crags lining our side of the gorge and fold upon fold of hillside
between u and some distant hut, just hazily vi ible through our
mono ular. To continue in the gorge, or to attempt to contour was clearl
out of the question; there was no alternative but to toil upwards to get
abo e the tree line then follow the ridge and hope that a descent could be
effected further on. FOI- 7+ hours we laboured painfully uphill on lippery
leaves and earthy banks giving way eventually to open gra·s lopes that
had obviou ly been grazed. Finally we gazed from the ridge down the
qually ~ rested and precipitous lope falling into the Kuni Gad on the

other ideo Half a mile along the ridge brought u to a pleasant clearing
with the tructure of a hepherd's helter but no recent igns of people or
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animals. This was the end of the ridge, and from here we had to descend
into the forest again. The question was, which way? We prospected on all
sides of the clearing but none seemed particularly promising and no track
could be found. We studied the faint contours of the map for evidence of
infinitesimally wider spacings on one side or the other. We wondered
whether the regular geological formations of the area could indicate the best
side to take. We oscillated between the devil we knew and hated in the
Pilgun and the one we did not know but feared in the Kuni. A brief sortie
down the latter side made us suspect the worst and we then committed
ourselve to a line more or les between the 2, aiming for the junction. It
wa by now 4-.30 pm and if we were to get anything to drink or eat (to
supplement the half-packet of polos that had sustained us so far that day) we
had to reach water again; through 1l00m of unknown forest. We careered
down-lowering ourselves down small crags hand over hand on upple
bamboo, leaping into mounds of leave in gullies, and landing pinioned by
our monstrous rucksacks. Mostly we seemed to be able to avoid the thickest
areas of forest while keeping to the general line. Only a few hundred feet
from the bottom Dave fell headlong over a 30 ft cliff losing his glasses and
landing in a tree, cushioned by his monster. A final tumble in nettles in the
dark, and we somehow made it to the water. It had been one of the hardest
days of my life, comparable with any on 'real mountains', in terms of both
physical effort and mental strain. ~ut the bivouac, like those of the previous
2 nights, was incomparably more pleasant than on a mountain-with
plenty of water and wood to hand, and only food being restricted.

We were still t mile from the Pilgun-Kuni junction but it took us well
over an hour of fighting through fore t to reach it next morning (having
spent the first hour searching for Dave's glasses and, amazingly, finding
them). Again a bridge in place raised our hope and thi time after an
hour's climb we found a good track climbing way up the right bank of the
Pilang Gad. The track seemed to know where it was going, and the
unexpected luxury of a ide stream gave a plea ant lunch stop for soup and
wild trawberries; but we reached the first clearing and choices arose! After
prospecting in all direction we committed ourselves to a path which oon
degenerated into a sheep track wandering undecidedly up and down along
the hillside. As afternoon wore on we began to resign our elve to yet
another possibly waterless night, for we were now contouring ome 300m
above the Pilang river with teep crags below. Then miraculously the good
track reappeared and in the evening sun we glimpsed the fir t village in the
distance with the welcome sound of cowbells and children calling from the
fields.

What an immense relief to realise our trials were over after 6 days of
exceptionally heavy toil! Many times [ had been tempted to abandon the
loads and only the thought that we would never find them again in that
forest had given me pause.

We dumped our loads on the verandah of the first respectable house and
were soon surrounded by men in ragged woollen jackets demanding to know
our tory. ot surprisingly they were incredulous. They confirmed that
there was no path in the Pilgun Gad (we should have stayed high from the
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col and crossed further hills to the W before descending below Pilang). If
not quite in the same league as Tilman's appearance in Milam after
crossing the rim of the N anda Devi sanctuary, our arrival had something of
the same absurd flavour. Though a little more developed than Gangi (the
last village in the Bhillangana) Pilang is still a pretty unvisited place as far
as foreigners are concerned and we were as curious to stare at the wild
Garhwalis and their bejewelled women as they were to stare at us with our
muddy torn clothes and huge rucksacks. They must attribute amazing
powers to Western maps, for the idea that strangers should navigate alone
across their hills (however incompetently) with the aid only of a scruffy
square of paper was clearly hard for them to credit. One of the more
suspicious asked us how many tarns there were up on the col, and when we
got the answer wrong it was impossible to explain in our limited Hindi that,
first, we hadn't been specially on the lookout to count tarns and, secondly,
we could easily have missed one in the deep snow cover.

Our host, Deb Ram, was a parag6n of good manners, serving us kindly
without being too inquisitive. Next morning we left him various useful bits
and pieces and set off on the final stretch to the main road at Malla. One
last route-finding error had us climbing up th'e other side of the Pilang
valley on the old path to Silla, instead of taking a more direct newly-built
path. But we reached the hot Bhagirathi valley early in the afternoon and
after a bus ride-whose discomforts, even after 9 months in India, ranked
as badly as anything in the previous week-we arrived safely in the
fleshpots of U ttarkashi, while thunderstorms broke over the mountains.

The mountains of Tibet and the
Tibet/China border
Frank Boothman

Since boyhood the mountains of the Tibetan plateau and the
Tibetan/Chinese border ranges have fascinated me-largely because they
were high, remote and we really knew very little about them. While the
majority of the world's high peaks have been climbed, photographed and
written about (many in great detail), our knowledge of these Tibetan peaks
remains, with very few exceptions, just as it did in 1914; at best scanty,
relying exclusively on the brief reports of the few explorers who passed by
in the vicinity (often at a considerable distance), while the r~st are still
virtually unknown. Indeed there still remain areas which, so far as
Westerners are concerned, are unexplored; truly therefore are they
'mountains of mystery'.

Behind this fascination lay the dream that perhaps one day someone
might discover a mountain challenging, or even higher than Everest; that
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